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Abstract 
Let P(G) denote the chromatic polynomial of a graph G. Two graphs G and H are chromat- 
ically equivalent, written G ~ H, if P(G) = P(H). Let ¢ denote the family of all generalized 
polygon trees with three interior regions. Xu (1994) showed that ¢ is a union of chromatic 
equivalence classes under the equivalence relation ',-/. In this paper, we determine infinitely 
many chromatic equivalence classes in ~ under ',-~'. As a byproduct, we obtain a family of 
chromatically unique graphs established by Peng (1995). 
I .  Introduction 
The graphs that we consider are finite, undirected and simple. Let P(G) denote the 
chromatic polynomial of a graph G. Two graphs G and H are said to be chromatically 
equivalent, and we write G ~ H, if P(G) = P(H). Trivially, the relation '~ '  is an 
equivalence relation on the class of graphs. A graph G is chromatically unique if 
for any graph H satisfying H ~ G, we have H ~ G; that is, (G) ={G} (up to 
isomorphism), where (G) denotes the chromatic equivalence class determined by G 
under ',-~'. 
A path of length k is denoted by Pk, and a cycle of length k by Ck. A path 
in G is called a simple path if the degree in G of each interior vertex is two. A 
generalized polygon tree is a graph defined recursively as follows. A cycle Cp, p >~ 3, 
is a generalized polygon tree. Next, suppose H is a generalized polygon tree containing 
a simple path Pk, where k/> 1. If  G is a graph obtained from the union of H and a 
cycle Cr, where r > k, by identifying Pk in H with a path of length k in Cr, then G is 
also a generalized polygon tree. In this paper, we shall study the chromatic equivalence 
of graphs in the family ¢ of generalized polygon trees with three interior regions. 
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a~(a,b; c,d): 
Fig. 1. 
Consider the generalized polygon tree G~(a, b; c, d) with three interior egions hown 
in Fig. 1. The integers a, b, c, d, s and t represent the lengths of the respective 
paths between the vertices of degree 3, where s/> 0, t t> 0 and min{a,b,c,d} ~> 2. By 
symmetry we can, without loss of generality, assume that a t> b, c/> d and b >i d ~> 2. 
Thus, min{a,b,c,d} =d. Let r =s  + t. We now form a family (gr(a,b; c,d) of the 
graphs G~(a,b; c,d) where the values of a, b, c, d and r are fixed but the values of 
s and t vary; that is 
C~r(a,b; c,d)= { Gt(a,b; c,d) l r=s  + t,s >~ O,t >>, 0 }. 
For example, (g4(6,4; 5,3) = {G4°(6,4; 5,3), G~(6,4; 5,3), G~(6,4; 5,3)} and 
(K1(6,4; 5 ,3)= {G°(6,4; 5,3)}. It is clear that the families ~0(a,b; c,d) and (gl(a,b; 
c,d) are singletons. In general, there are exactly ( r+ 1)/2 nonisomorphic graphs in 
the family cgr(a,b; c,d). 
Xu et al. [11] showed that cg0(a, b; c, d) is a chromatic equivalence class if and only 
if { a, b, c, d } ¢ { 2, k, k + 1, k + 2 } for any integer k/> 2. Recently, Peng [5] estab- 
lished that cgl (a, b; c, d) is also a chromatic equivalence class, that is Cgl(a, b; c, d) = 
(G°(a,b; c,d)), if min{a,b,c,d} >i4. Teo and Koh [8] proved that C~r(a,b ; 2,2) is 
a chromatic equivalence class for any integer 1> 1. In [4], Koh and Teo conjectured 
that the family of graphs Cgr(a, b ; c, d) is a chromatic equivalence class for any r >/2. 
In other words, Cgr(a,b; c,d) : (G](a,b; c,d)) for any r >~ 2. However, this conjec- 
ture turns out to be false because (G~(4,2; 3,2)) = qf3(4,2; 3,2)tA {G°(5,3; 3,2)}. 
In general, Chen and Ouyang [3] showed that Cgr(a, b; 3, 2) is a chromatic equivalence 
class if and only if (a, b, r) ¢ (k, k + 2, k + 1 ) or (k + 1, k + 3, k - 1 ), for some k ~> 2. 
This result naturally leads one to ask what are the necessary and sufficient conditions 
for cg~(a,b; c,d) (where a+b and c+d ~ 5) to be a chromatic equivalence class. In 
this paper, we present some sufficient conditions for the family of generalized polygon 
trees ~(a,b; c,d) to be a chromatic equivalence class. 
In the remainder of this paper, we always assume that r/> 1. For terms used but 
not defined here, the reader is referred to Read [7], and Chartrand and Lesniak [1]. 
2. Basic results 
In this section, we state some known results and prove some preliminary lemmas 
which are useful in establishing our main theorems in the next two sections. 
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We begin with the following result, due to Whitney [9] (see also [7]). 
Theorem 1. Let G be a graph and e an edge in G. Then 
P(G) = P(G - e) - P(G. e) 
where G-e  is the graph obtained from G by deleting e, and G.e is the graph obtained 
from G by contracting the two vertices joined by e and removing one member of each 
resulting pair of multiple edges. 
Suppose that G1 and G2 are graphs containing a complete subgraph Kr, where r >i 1. 
A graph is a Kr-gluing of G1 and G2 if it is obtained from the union of G1 and G2 by 
identifying a copy of Kr in each, in an arbitrary way. The following result of Zykov 
[12] simplifies the computation of P(G) when G is a Kr-gluing of graphs. 
Theorem 2. Let G be a Kr-gluing of graphs G1 and G2. Then 
P(G1) P(G2) 
P(G)= 2(2 -  1 ) - . - (2 -  r+  1)' 
The following theorem lists some well-known necessary conditions for chromatic 
equivalence. We denote the girth of a graph G by g(G). (The girth of G is the length 
of a shortest cycle of G.) 
Theorem 3. Let G and H be chromatically equivalent graphs. Then 
(a) Iv(a) l  = IV(n)l; 
(b) IE(G)I = IE(H)I; 
(c) g(G) = g(H); 
(d) G and H have the same number of shortest cycles. 
A pair { u, v } of nonadjacent vertices of a graph G is called an intercourse pair if 
there are at least three internally disjoint paths joining u and v in G. Let c(G) denote 
the number of intercourse pairs of vertices in G. We call c(G) the intercourse number 
of G. A crucial result is as follows. 
Theorem 4 (Xu [10]). Let G and H be two chromatically equivalent graphs. I f  G is a 
generalized polygon tree, then H is also a generalized polygon tree, and c( G)= c(H). 
Let H be a nonempty graph with two nonadjacent vertices u and v. We denote 
by H* the graph obtained from H by identifying the vertices u and v of H. Let G1 
(respectively, G2) be the graph obtained from H tAPs by identifying the end vertices of 
the path Ps with the vertices u and v (respectively, with any two adjacent vertices) of 
H. Then the calculation of P(G1 ) can be shortened by using the following formula [6]: 
P(Gl; 2) = P(G2; 2) + (-1)sP(H*; 2). (1) 
We shall use the next result to prove Lemma 2. 
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Theorem 5 (Xu et al. [11]). I f  G°(a',b'; c',d') ,,~ G°(a,b; c,d), then {a',b' ,c/ ,d'}= 
{a,b,c,d}. 
In the remainder of this section, we shall prove two preliminary lemmas which are 
important for us in establishing many chromatic equivalence classes in ~. 
Lemma 1. All the 9raphs in cgr(a, b; c, d) are chromatically equivalent. 
, s t  
Proof. Let G](a,b" e,d) and Gt,(a,b; c,d) be any two graphs in ¢gr(a,b; c,d) where 
r = s + t = s ~ + t'. Then by using Theorem 1 it is a straightforward exercise to show 
st that P(G](a,b' c,d))=P(Gt,(a,b;  c,d)). [] 
Lemma 2. I f  G/ (a',b' ; c',d') ,,~ G](a,b ; c,d) and { a' + b',c' + d '}= { a+ b,c + d }, 
then s' i , Gt,(a ,b ; c~,d~)E~r(a,b; c,d), where r=s  + t. 
Proof. Since s' , , ,  G t, (a  , b • e t, d') ~ G~(a, b ; c, d), we have a ~ + b' + c' + d'  + s ~ + t' = 
S t I I IE(Gt,(a,b ; c ' ,d ' ) ) l  = IE(GI(a,b; c,d))l  =a + b + c + d + s + t. But a' + b' + c' + 
d ~ = a + b + c + d. Thus we have s' + t' = s + t. By Lemma 1 and Eq. (1), we have 
P(G](a, b ; c, d)) = P(X) + ( -  1 )s+tp(G°(a, b; c, d)) 
and 
P(G/(a',b' ; c',d')) = P(Y) + (-1)s'+t'P(G°(a',b' ; c',d')), 
where X denotes the graph consisting of three cycles Ca+b, C¢+d and Cs+t+ 1 with the 
first two cycles having a common vertex and the last two cycles having a common 
edge, and Y denotes the graph consisting of three cycles Ca'+b', Cc'+d' and Cs,+t,+l 
where the first two cycles have a common vertex and the last two cycles have a 
common edge. 
Now, since {a+b,c+d}={a ~+b' ,c '+d ~) ands+t=s '+t ' ,  by Theorem 2 
we have P(X) = P(Y). Thus, we must have e(G°(a,b; c,d)) = P(G°(a',b'; c',d')). 
Therefore, it follows from Theorem 5 that { a', b', c',d'} = { a,b, c,d }. It is now not 
difficult to see that this equation, together with { a' + b', c' + d' } = { a + b, c + d }, 
imply that s' , ,; Gt,(a,b c~,dt)C~r(a,b; c,d). [] 
3. Computing P( G~(a, b ; c, d)) 
We calculate the chromatic polynomial of  G~t(a, b; c, d) in this section. We need this 
polynomial to prove Theorems 6 and 7. Recall that P(G~(a, b; c, d))=P(G°(a, b; c, d)) 
by Lemma 1. First, using the formula P(G)=P(G+e)+P(G.e) obtained from Theorem 
1, we compute the chromatic polynomial of  G°(a,b; c,d). Let x = 1 -2 ,  p =a+ b 
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and q = c + d. 
1 )3P(Ca+l)P(Cb+l)P(Cc+l)P(Cd+l) P(G°(a,b; c,d)) - x3(x _ 1 
1 
(X --  1 )3 P( Ca )e( Cb )P( Cc )P( Cd ) 
__ (--1)P+q-lx [ 
(X-- 1)2 (1 +X +X 2) -  (x + 1)(X a +x b +x c +X a) 
÷(xa+b ÷ Xa+c + xa+d ÷ xb+c + xb+d ÷ xC+d) _ Xp+q- 11 " 
We now compute the chromatic polynomial of G~(a, b; c,d). Recall that r = s + t. Let 
the order of G~(a,b; c,d) be n. Therefore, n=a+b+c+d+r-2=p+q+r-2 .  
Then by using Eq. (1), we have 
-ll)2P(Cp)P(Cq)P(C~+I ) + ( -1 ) " -  P(G°(a,b; c,d)) P( G](a, b ; c, d) ) - x ( ~  - 
( -  1 )P+q+r--2X2 IX = "~ = -~ p+q+r--2 __ Xp+q--2 __ XP+r--I 
( -  1 )P+q--lx 
__xq+r--1 ÷ xp-- 1 ÷ xq--1 ÷ X r __  1 + ( -  t f  • (x - 1)2 
× [(1 +x+x 2) -  (x+ 1)(x a +x b +x c ÷x  d) 
+(x a+b + x a+c + x a+d + x g+c + x b+d + x c+d) _ xP+q -1 ] 
( -  1 )nX 
= (X -- 1 )2 " Q(Gt(a' b ; c, d)), 
where 
Q (Gt(a, b; c, d)) = (x n+l - x a+b+r -- X c+d+r @ X r+l -- X) 
--(1 +X +X 2) + (X + 1)(X a ÷X b ÷X c ÷X d)  
--(X a+c ÷ X a+d ÷ X b+c ÷ xb+d). 
4. Chromatic equivalence classes 
Suppose that H is a graph such that P(H)= P(Gg(a,b; c,d)). Then by Theo- 
rem 4, we know that H is also a generalized polygon tree with three interior regions 
and intercourse number two. Thus H = G t,s'(a', b", c', d'), where r '  = s t + t' ~> 1 and 
min{ a I, b 1, c t, d ~ } = d'/> 2. The question now is whether or not the graph Gt ,s' (a,~ b", 
c', d ' )  is in the family cgr(a, b ; c, d). In other words, is C~r(a, b ; c, d )= (G](a, b ; e, d))? 
In this section, we present several sufficient conditions so that cg~(a, b ; c, d )= (Gg(a, b ; 
c,d)) holds. 
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Our first sufficiency result is the following theorem. 
Theorem 6. I f  min{ a, b, c, d } ~> r + 3/> 4, then cgr(a, b ; c, d)  is a chromatic equiva- 
lence class. 
Proof. Let G = G](a,b; c ,d )E~r(a ,b ;  c,d). Suppose that H is a graph such that 
H ,~ G~(a,b; c,d). Then by Theorem 4, H is also a generalized polygon tree with 
three interior regions and c(H)= c (G)= 2, that is, H = G]~(a',b'; c ' ,d ' )  where a', b', 
c', d ' />  2 and s ~ + t' = r I ~> 1. By Lemma 2, we need only show that {a '  + b' ,c '  + 
d ~ } = { a + b,c + d }. Now we solve the equation Q(G) = Q(H). After cancelling the 
terms x n+l, -x  and - (1  +x+x2) ,  we get Q I (G) : -Q I (H) ,  where 
QI (G)  = x r+l  Jr- (x  @ 1)(x a + X b @ X c -~- X d )  - -  X r+a+b - -  X r+c+d 
_xa+ c _ X a+d _ X b+c _ X b+d,  
Q1(H) = x ~'+1 + (x + 1 )(x a' + x b' + x c' + x d') - x r'+d+b' 
_xr t  +cZ +d t __ xa '  +c ' _ xa~ +d ~ __ xbt  +c ' _ xbt  + d l ,  
r +a  +b+c +d=rt  +at  +b '  +c '  +d ' ,a  >~b,c >~d,b >~d, 
a'>~b'>~d',  and c I~>d' .  
Claim. min{ r + 1, a, b, c, d } = min{ r' + 1, a', b', c', d' }. 
To show this claim, let min{ r + 1, a, b, c, d } = ct and min{ r / + 1, a', b', c', d' } = ft. 
Now, note that x ~ in Q1(G) cannot be cancelled by any negative term of QI(G),  and 
similarly x/~ in Q I (H)  also cannot be cancelled by any negative term of Ql(H).  I f  
> fl, then x/~ appears in QI(H)  but not in QI(G), which is impossible. Similarly, if 
ct < fl, then we have x ~ in QI(G)  but not in QI(H), and this is also impossible. Thus, 
we must have ~ = fl as claimed. 
Since rain{ a, b, c, d } >~ r + 3, we must have rain{ r + 1, a, b, c, d } = r + 1. Also note 
that min{r '  + 1,a ' ,b ' ,c ' ,d '}  equals either r '+  1 or d'.  By the claim above, we have 
either r = r ~ or r + 1 = d'. We consider two cases: r - - - r '  and r + 1 = d'. 
Case 1: r : r  t. 
In this case, we have Qz(G) = Q2(H), where 
Q2(G) = (x + 1 )(x a + x b + x c + x d) - x r+a+b - x r+c+d 
_X  a+c __ X a+d __ X b+c _ X b+d,  
Q2(H) : (x + 1 ) (x  a' --~ x b' -q- x c' + x d' ) - x r+a'+b'  
_Xr+Ct  +d I _ xat  +c ~ __ xa '  +d ~ _ xbt  +c ~ __ X i f+dr ,  
a+b+c+d=a I +b  t +c  I +d ,a  >lb >ld,c >~d,r + 3 <~d, 
a/>1b'>~d', and c'>td'. 
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Note that no cancellation is possible b©tweon the lowest power term x a (respectively, 
x d')  and any of the negative terttls in Q~(G)  (respectively, Q2(H)). Thus, we must 
have d = d I. Therefore, Q3(G)= Qa(H), where 
Q3(G) = (x + 1)(x a + x b + x c) - x r+a+b - x r+c+d 
_xa+ c _ xa+d _ X b+c _ X b+d,  
Q3(H) = (x + 1)(xa' + xb' -[ - X ct ) - -X  r+a' +b' 
_Xr+C'  +d _ xd+C ~ _ xa~ +d _ xbt  +c I _ xbt  +d,  
a+b+c=ar  +b~ +c~,a  >/b  >~d,c  >~d, r  + 3 <~d, 
a r~>b r~>d, and c ~1>d. 
Again, it is easy to see that min{a,b ,c}  = min{at ,  br, c~}. We now consider two 
subcases: b t> c and b < c. 
Subcase  1.1: b >~ c. 
In this subcase, min{ a, b, c }=c. Thus if b i ~> c ~, then c=c ~ and we have a~+b~= a+b 
and d + d r = c + d as desired. On the other hand, if b ~ < c ~, then we have c = b ~. Since 
the girth of G and H are equal to c + d, we must have a r = d or c ~ = c. If c ~ = c, then 
we are done. If a ~ = d, then we have a ~ ÷ b t = d + c and c / ÷ d ~ = b ÷ a. Therefore, 
{a r+b ' ,c  r+d r}={a+b,c+d} as desired. 
Subcase  1.2: b < c. 
In this subcase, we have min{a, b, c} = b. Again we consider two possibilities. The 
first possibility is that b t/> cq Here we have b=c ~ and we get Q4(G)=Q4(H) ,  where 
Q4(G) = (x + 1 )(x" + x c) - x r+"+b - x r+c+a - x ~+~ 
_X  a+d _ X b+c _ X b+d,  
Q4(H) = (x + 1 )(x"' + x b' ) - x r+a'+b' - x r+b+a 
_xat  + b _ xar +d _ xb~ +b __ X b~ +d,  
a + c = ar + br, a >~ b >~ d ,c  >~ d ,b  < c,r + 3 ~<d, 
a r~>b/ t>d,  and c r>Id.  
Note that the girth of H is c r + d'  = b + d. Since b < c and the girths of G and 
H are equal to b + d, we must have a + b = b ÷ d, so that a = d. Thus, we have 
{a '+b r , c '+d r}={a+c,b+d}={d+c,a+b} as required. 
Now we consider the second possibility, that b ~ < c r. Here we have b = b ~ and we 
get Qs(G)= Qs(H), where 
Qs(G) = (x + 1 ) (X  a ÷ X c )  - -  X r+a+b - -  X r+c+d - -  X a+d - -  X b+c,  
Qs(H)  = (x + 1 ) (x a' + x c' ) - x r+a' +b - x r+c' +d - x al +d - x b+c' , 
a +c=ar  +cr ,  a >,tb >td ,  c > ld ,  b < c , r  + 3 <~ d, 
a r>/b ,c  I>td ,  and c ~>b.  
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By comparing the least power positive terms of  Qs(G) and Qs(H),  we have min{ a, c } 
= min{ a', c' }. First, we suppose min{ a, c } = c. I f  a ' />  c', then we have a' = a and 
c t = c, and we are done. I f  a t < #,  then a t = c and c t = a. In this case, we get 
Q6(G) = Q6(H), where 
Q6(G)  = _x  r+a+b _ x r+c+d _ x a+d _ x b+c,  
Q6(H) = -x  r+c+b - -  x r+a+d - -  x c+d - x b+a,  
a>>.c>b>~d. 
Note that the lowest power term in Q6(H) is -x  c+d, which is obviously not one of  
the first two terms of  Q6(G). Thus, the lowest power term in Q6(G) is either -x  a+d 
or -x  b+c. Therefore, by comparing the lowest power terms of  Q6(H) and Q6(G), we 
have either c + d = a + d or c + d = b + c, that is, either a = c or b = d. In both cases, 
we have { a t + b', c' + d '  } = { a + b, c + d } as required. 
We now let min{ a, c } = a. I f  a ~ < #,  then we have a' = a and c t = c, and we are 
done. I f  a t ~> #,  then a t= c and c '= a. In this case, we also have either a = c or b = d, 
and both cases give us {a t + b', c' + d t } = { a + b, c + d } as desired. 
Case 2: r+ l - -d  t. 
In this case, we get Q7(G) = Q7(H), where 
Q7(G) = (x + 1)(x a + x b + x c + x d) - x r+a+b - x r+c+d 
_x  a+c _ x a+d _ xb+C _ X b+d,  
Q7(H) = x r'+l + (x + 1)(x a' + x b' + x c' ) + x r+2 - x r '+a '+b '  
_xrP  +cl +r+l  __ xa~ +c ~ _ xa~ +r+l  _ xb~ +c ~ _ X b~ +r+l ,  
a+b+c +d=rt  +d +bt +d + 1,a >>. b >>. d,c >>.d, 
a t >/b ~>~r÷l ,  and c t~>r+l .  
We note that the positive term x r+2 of QT(H) cannot be cancelled by any negative 
term of QT(H). Since min{a,b ,c ,d}  ~> r + 3, the equation Q7(G)= Q7(H) has no 
solution. 
The proof of  the theorem is now complete. [] 
Remark.  The condition that min{ a, b, c, d } >~ 4 in Theorem 6 above is best possible in 
the sense that i f  min{ a, b, c,d } = 3, then ~qr(a, b; c,d)  is not a chromatic equivalence 
class. For example, G°(4,3 ; 5,2) ~ ¢g1(6,3 ; 4,3) but G°(4,3 ; 5,2) ,-~ G°(6,3 ; 4,3). 
Corol lary (Peng [5]). I f  min{ a, b, c, d } 1> 4, then G°(a, b ; c, d)  is a chromatically 
unique 9raph. 
In Theorem 6, r is smaller than a, b, c and d. For large r, we have the following 
result. 
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Theorem 7. l f  r >t a >t b+3 >~ c+6 ~> d+9,  then Cgr(a,b ; c ,d)  is a chromatic equiv- 
alence class. 
Proof. Suppose that H ,,~ G](a,b ; c ,d)=G.  Then by Theorem 4, H=G~t~(a',b'; ct, d'), 
where d ,  b', c', d'  /> 2 and s t+t t=r  ' >/ 1. We now solve the equation Q(G)=Q(H) ,  
and after cancellation of  equal terms, we get Q I (G)= Q1(H), where 
Ql (G) = x r+l ÷ (x  ÷ 1 ) (X  a ÷ X b ÷ X c q- X d )  - -  X r+a+b --  X r+c+a 
_xa+ c _ xa+ d __ xb+ c __ xb+d 
Q1(H) =x r'+l + (x + 1)(xa' ÷ xb'  + X c' ÷ X d' ) - -X  r' +a' +b' 
_x r~ +c~ +d I _ xa~ +c ~ _ xat +d _ xb~ +c ~ _ xbt  +d~ 
r +a+ b+c +d=r  t +a '  + b' +c  ~ +dt , r  >>.a >l b+ 31> c +61> d + 9, 
a '>~b t~>d' ,  and c '~>d t.
Note that min{ r + 1, a, b, c, d } = d and min{ r'  + 1, at, b', c t, d t } is equal to either r t + 1 
or d t. Since min{ r + 1,a,b,c,d } = min{ r t + 1,a',bt, ct, d ' } as shown in the claim of 
the proof of  Theorem 6, we have either d = d t or d = r '  + 1. We consider two cases: 
d=d t andd=r  ~+1.  
Case 1: d=d p. 
In this case, we get Q2(G)= Q2(H), where 
Q2(G) = x r+l ÷ (x  ÷ 1 ) (X  a ÷ X b ÷ X c )  - -  X r+a+b --  X r+c+d 
__X a+c __ X a+d __ xb+ c __ xb+d 
Q2(H) = x r'+l + (x + 1)(x a' + x b' + x c') - S +a'+b' 
_xr t  +c~ +d _ xd+C t _ xat +d _ xb~ +c ' __ xb~ +d 
r +a+b+c=r  t +a  t +b t+ct , r>~a>Ib+31>c+6>/d+9,  
a /~>b'~>d,  and c t~>d. 
By comparing the least powers of  the positive terms in Q2(G) and Q2(H), we have 
c=min{ a,b,c , r+ 1 }=min{ a' ,b ' ,c ' , r '+ 1 } which is r '+  1, b', or c'. We now consider 
two subcases: b' >~ c' and b t < c t. 
Subcase 1.1: b' >1 c I. 
In this case, we have either c = r '  + 1 or c = c t. I f  the former holds, then after 
cancelling x c and x r'+l, the lowest power positive term of Q2(G) is x c+l. Since this 
term cannot be cancelled by any negative term of Q2(G), we must have c + 1 = c t, 
since x c' cannot be cancelled by any negative term in Q2(H). Now the positive term 
x c'+1 in Q2(H) cannot be cancelled by any negative term of Q2(H) but x c'+1 = x c+2 
which is not a term in Q2(G). Therefore, c = r t + 1 is impossible. I f  c = c t, then we 
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get Q3 (G) = Q3 (H), where 
Q3 (G)  = x r+l + (x ÷ 1 )(x a + x b) - x r+c+d 
_Xa+c _ xa+ d _ xb+c _ xb+d 
Q3(H) = X r '+ l  ÷ (X  ÷ 1)(X a' ÷ X b' ) - -  X r '+c+d 
_xa~ +c _ xd+d _ xb~ +c _ xb~ +d,  
r +a+b=r '  +a '  +b~,r  >~a >~b+ 3 >~c+6 >.d  +9,  and a~ >.b'  ~d.  
Now, b = min{ r + 1, a, b } = min{ r'  + 1, a', b' }. Thus, we have either b = r'  + 1 or 
b = b'. If the former holds, then after cancelling x b in Q3(G) and x r'+l in Q3(H), the 
positive term x b+l in Qa(G) is the lowest power positive term in Q3(G) and it cannot 
be cancelled by any negative term of Q3(G). Since x b' or x b'+l of Q3(H) is the lowest 
power positive term of Q3(H) left uncancelled, we must have b ~ = b or b ~ = b + 1. 
Therefore, b' + 1 ~< b + 2 --- r ~ ÷ 3 < r ~ ÷ c ÷ d, so that neither x b' nor x b'+l can be 
cancelled by a negative term of Q3(H). Hence b '= b + 1. Now x b'+l =X 6+2 which is 
in Q3(H) and it cannot be cancelled by any negative term of Q3(H) ,  but x b+2 is not 
in Q3(G). Thus b = r ~ + 1 is impossible. Therefore, we must have b = b ~ and we get 
Q4(G) = Q4(H), where 
Q4(G) = x r+ l  ÷ (x  ÷ 1 )x  a - x r+c+d - x a+c - x a+d,  
Qa(H)  = x r'+l ÷ (x ÷ 1 )x a' - -  X r' +c+d - -  X a, +c - -  X a' +d,  
r+a=r~+a~,r>ta>/ -b+3>. . -c+6>>.d+9,  and d >~ b. 
Suppose that a ~ a'. Thus, r ~ r t. Since x a and X a+l in Q4(G) cannot be cancelled 
by any negative term of Qa(G), we must have either a = r' + 1 and a + 1 = d ,  or 
a=a t+ l  anda+l=r  t÷ l .  The latter case gives usa  t+r  ~=2a- l=a÷r .  Thus, 
we have r = a - 1, contradicting our assumption r >/a. The former case yields r = a 
and we get Qs(G)  = Qs(H) ,  where 
Qs(G) = x r+l - x r+c+d - x r+c - x r+d,  
Qs(H) = x r+2 - x ~+c+d-1 - x r+c+l - x r+d+l. 
It is now clear that Qs(G) ¢ Qs(H). Thus a = a t and the solution of the equation 
Q(G)= Q(H)  is a t=a,  b t=b,  c~= c, d~=d and r~=r  as desired, 
Subcase  1.2: b ~ < c ~. 
In this subcase, we have either c=r~+ 1 or c=b ~. As in subcase 1.1 above, c=r '+ 1 
is impossible. If c = b ~, then since the girths of G and H equal c ÷ d, we must have 
c ~ = c or a ~ = d. If c' = c, then c' = c = b ~ < c' which is absurd. If a t = d, then 
d = a t /> b ~ = c, contradicting our assumption that c >~ d ÷ 3. 
Case 2: d=r  t÷ l .  
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In this case, we get Q6(G)= Q6(H), where 
Q6(G) = x ~+1 + (x + 1)(x a + x b + x c) + x d+l - x r+a+b 
_Xr+C+d _ Xa+c _ xa+d _ xb+c _ X b+d, 
Q6(H) = (x + 1)(x a' + x b' + x c' ) + x d' + x d'+l - x r'+a'+b' 
_xr t  +c~ +d ~ __ xal +c t _ xaP +d ~ __ xbt +c ~ _ xb~ +d~ 
r +a+ b+c + 1 =a ~ + b ~ +c  ~ +dt ,  r >t a >>. b+3 >i c+6 ~> d+9,  
a ~>b t>/d  I, and c ' />d ' .  
Now, we have min{ r + 1, a, b, c, d + 1 } = min{ a ~, b', c t, d' }. Therefore, d + 1 = d t and 
x d+l in Q6(G) cancels x d' in Q6(H). The positive term x d'+l =x  d+2 in Q6(H) cannot 
be cancelled by any negative term of Q6(H) but x d+2 is not a term in Q6(G). Thus, 
the equation Q(G)= Q(H)  has no solution. [] 
By a method similar to that used in proving Theorems 6 and 7, we have the following 
three results. (The detail proofs of these theorems will be made avaiable to a reader 
upon request from the first author.) 
Theorem 8. I f  r - c  >>. a >t c >>. b+3 >/5, then cg~(a,b ; c,b)  is a chromatic equivalence 
class. 
Theorem 9. I f  r - c  >>. a >t b >~ c+3/> 5, then cgr(a,b; c ,c)  is a chromatic equivalence 
class. 
Theorem 10. I f  r ~ b + 1 and a >1 b + 3 >>. 5, then c~r(a, b ; a, b) is a chromatic equiv- 
alence class. 
We conclude this paper with the following conjecture which is true for r = 1 (see 
[5]). 
Conjecture. The family of graphs cgr(a, b; c, d) is a chromatic equivalence class when- 
ever a, b, c, d are each at least four. 
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